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Abetract

The basic principles of the ficlte-ćifferecce «-jproxiEs-
tlcn applied to the solution of electrostatic field i istr ibu'-
ions 1c gaseous proportional counters зге giyen nits tie ais
at E&'iing this retnod acre popular »iih authors sealing with
electrostatic problens. Using this r.sthca, complicated tro-
-dlcer.ti^nal electrostatic problens азу be solved, tsisirg intc
account any nuEoer of scodes, each with i t s esc radius, ana
3SJ cathode shape. Л general forcula for Incroiuclr.r ;s.s enc-
de radii Icto the calculations le derived ar.o a sevsos cf ott i-
inlng extresely ascurate (up to CM) sclatloss developed. Se-
veral exaaples of potential and absolute field distributions
for sicgle rectangular end nultiwlre proporticnsl counters are
calculated and coopered with exact results according tc Tosi-
taci, is order to discuss ID detsil errors of the fisite-diffe-
rance approxinatlon.

Streszczenie

'Я pracy реазпе ?odsta«cee Easady s^stosenscis stroke: na-
cji różnicowej dc przybliżonego гсг»1ьгурэв1а asgadnień ele'i-
trostatycanjch я gssowych liczciksc'j propercjcnaLsych. "ele-
ргзеу jest spcpuxaryBowanie tej гс-todj vśr6d sutjrón гэpsują-
cych się praktycEDjsi Bagadnieniani ele<:trost3ty;snjr-.i. Z po-
nocą cetody aproksymacji rćżsijoeej zożna roE*iąciirai5 SKocpii-
котгапе d«UTr4vnilaro«e problecy elektrostytycBne, u»aglęicia^ąc
dowolną liczbę асе?, в ktcr.-xh każda noże cięć rćżną iredcicę
ora в katodę o dowolnya kształcie. S pracy Ttypromaćzczo -<ziv
pcjteai?н»су ijteitJlĄrinKC ртлш1«>п1е anod. podano również ^stcie
otrEjnywania niezmiernie dokładnych rozwiązań '.z acrcJad^cśoi^.
do 0.12). Podano szereg preykł3d<5» obliczeń г с sklsdów potsc-
cjałów i beswBględnych wartości pola dla jedDoanoćcaysh lioa-
nik6\ł pudełkowych, отав dla nieloanodcwych 11сг,п1к<5в prer ore je-
na lny ch. «yniki otrzymane z pomocą metody aproksymacji r ć i n -
cowej porównano в wynikami dokładnych obliceeń według
analitycznego wsoru Tomitaniego, celem рггергсяз5гес1з szcze-
gółowej dyskusji błędć» tej cetody.



Резюме

Работа содержит основные приникпк применения конечно-раз-
ностной аппроксимации к приблизительный ресеншш электростати-
ческих проблей в газовых пропорциональных счетчиках. Расчитана
на читателей заникагекхея на практике электростатическими во-
просами, с цельь псдуларкзацик среди ккх разнозгного метода.
С помогая этогс кетсаа UOEHO pecara слоаные двумерные электро-
статические 3BZ.S4ST., учитывая .чзбое ноллчестзо ааодоз, НЕЬДКЙ

кз них ионет характеризоваться разкш дааметрои u любуь йор^у
к&тода. Б рабсте Екведена формула позвалявцая учесть радиусы
анодов, приводатся тоне кетод иолучешя исюшчигельно точных
решений (с точностью O

t
l%). Ran ряд примеров вычислении распре-

деление потенциалов к абоолвткой величиик ПОЛЕ ДЛЯ одкоакодных
коробочных счетдинов а шюгоансдшх пропорциональных иаыер.
Результаты, иолучены разностным методой сравнена с реэульгага-
ии вычислений по точным анагатвческЕМ формулам (по Тош:танк)
ДЛЕ подро£5нсго обеуздеяия логрехзостк этого ыетода.



•t. Introduction

A considerable effort вееша nowadays to be devoted to the
development of proportłonel counters m t h non-cylindrical geo-
metries. Present proportional counter geometries may Ъе roughly
divided into two categories, E^oely aultl-anode counters compo-
sed of this nires parallel to each other, pieced between flat
catbodee (nultiwlre proportional chambers), and alngle-aaode
counters with Don-cylindrical, usually rectangular, cathodes.
In the letter caee a tendency is observed to increase the volume
of tho counter.

It e proportion!) 1 counter le to be used for X-ray eptctro-
metrv, detailed knowledge of the fie id distribution Inside the
counter is essential II constant gas amplification factor and
energy resolution o£ the oounter are to be aentered throughout
ite volume. It вееша that the distribution of ths absolute
field llnea rather than that of equlpotential lines should be
oonsldered when designing box-type ocuntero of large voluee £|Д.

In the present paper we disease • method of calculating
field distributions which le based on the finite-difference
approximation. The «aIn asset* of this method are its flexibi-
lity end ease with which relatively complloated cases, such aa,
e.g., uneymoetrical problems and edge affects, can be soiree.
In the presented method It le aasnaed that the counter is a long
one (i.e. the field is oelculated In two dimensions, for а сгэвв-
-seotlon of the counter), and else that the anodes зге thin wi-
res ae compered with the sis* of the cathode.

та» layout ox the paper ia as zoilowe: ilret »e ulouuas
the solution of the two-dimensional eleotroetatlo problem by the
usual, analytic, methods, then we Introduce the principles of
the finite-difference method, discuss Ite velldity, derive
a formula nesessary to account for the finite radius of the
anode, and present an example of an algorithm for a numerical
program used to oalculate the potential distribution for a sym-
metrlo multiw] >e array. In the second, practical, part of the



paper we provide exanpies of calculations of pcteatlal distribu-
tions for se¥eral cases, аса by comparing results of the ftnite-
-difference oethad «ith analytic calculations, dtseuss «rrors
introduced by the finite-difference approxlnatleo. Finally, не
show the nay la which absolute field distributions сэв be calcu-
lated for toe given cases, не present plots of absolute field
llces, and conclude the paper Hitfe a short

2. Solution of the ?«©—BineEElccaJ Slectrostatic ?roblec

In the case «hen no charges are present, tbe field is gi-
ven by the Laplace equ

and If charges occur then the relation

jt£'Ź d l = С {2}

holds, where S = - grad 7. 'fie adopt tue rst icci l izsi systec
where £ = 1.

ID order to solve this problen, паву csthois, analytical
or numerical, ssj be useo. Ey analytical aet'acds *ę uaderst3nć
methods which give a function-tj-pe expression for the без-?сзепсе
of the potential (asd field) 1c any point, OE the coordinates of
this point (naturally, it osy hspaen that in order to effecti-
vely calculate the values of functions appearing in this expres-
sion, осе г.эу have to turn to nucerlcsl calculations). By nune-
rioal methods «e understand here cethods based on nunericai mo-
delling of the Laplace equation with appropriate boundary condl-
tioos.

3. Analytical Methods

Slmp.le analytical expressions may be written for t«o cases
of two-dimensional charge distributions, nanely ths cylindrical



оеле (circular anode snu concentric circular cathode} and tae
ee»e of a charged point abort • straight lisa (corresponding
tc e charged anode above end parallel to a plane cathode). la
oilier, воге complicated oases • conferee! transformation i s
parforaed in order to transform the catbotle («bled, i s general,
1 з в polygon/ into s straight line or a circle. Seder each
fcrnnsforcatioes, anj anode of a finite radiae Ъесскев also de-
fo:-med, however one usually вввииев i t s dimensions to be sea 11
enough to neglect this deformation. The aethsd of conforoal
tr;iocfornstlona is also applied to the eolation of problems
BtnllBT to the electrostatic one, each «в, e.g., water f i ltra-
tion, best conductivity, etc. The paper of Tomltaoi CO 1* an
exscple of as application of the cetbod of eosforsal traaaSorma-
tions to tbe electrostatic oroblee, vberr the trassfsroatioa i s
expressed \>y the e l l ipt ic en» fucotlcs. Using this sethod,
oim readily calcu'-ntes the cases of • single anode *Dd • rectan-
gitler cathode, and that of ветег«1 «nodes pieced periodically
botneea flet, parallel asodee (anltlvlre counter). The latter
Ciiae najf also be solred bj the «etbod of eaxslog ap oontriba-
tv.orts to the field proTlded bs the oonsecatlre anodes, «hich
e.iables one to stodj the effect of varying the position or dia-
aeter of a giren wire on the overall field distribution, as has
been shown bj Ersldne £33> Beferences to works concerning the
principles of the analytic aethoda are gireo in both. аЬоте-
-centloned pa perо, and also la sereral textbooks.

4» numerical Methods

lbs priaciple sf ssssricsl scdslllsg s* dlffsreatial egue-
tions is to replace them bj finite—difference equations (for
details, we recooemend especiallj {V]), namely functions of
tbe continuous 7arlable T?lx,y) are replaced by functloaa ot
the node variable, T k x » V(k»Дх, 1- Ду), where the correspon-
dence



holds for x^ = k j Лх and y^ » 1» Ay.
Expand Ice "&' into a Taylor series, It «say be easily

verified

4 J*$- , ,*
5! 3r*.4Xi

and

affix v) _ T^,»2ix,y,)- 1-SU.MJ* дь.-дх,yj _ z <№ /Ajff_ f 4 ,

ConeeoutlTe darlTatl?es of are approxloated by

«,i- Vi, i
(бе)

i x^ у 2 x

or

lit ~ Viti-
Tktx ( 6 b )

Эх ; x

and

JLŁ ~ 4 i * W - a M ( 7 )

Similar relations nay be written also tor derivatives
3^Sxtjf/ of both orders. As a resu.lt of suet a procedure,
the differential aquation Is replaced by a set of linear alge-
bralo equations:

for the case Ax » -Лу, although this may also be done for
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oseqaal Ax and Л у. In general, is end 1 assuae such
values that point» (x^, t-Л lie nithin the bcoadarlee of the
code lied region. For exemplary purposes, let us assuce, witb
oo loss of generality, that the region IE qoestloa Is of reotse-
guler shape, therefore lc • 1,2,...,E end 1 » 1,2,...,!. <i'e
have then К • 1 шакпосо T. , values and (E-2)-(L-2) eau-
atlons, i.e. oae for every inner point of ошг regies. For
the set t~> have ев anequiToeal solution,, oae should edc another
2 E + 2 L — * eauatioDS, изcelj one fur esch point en the
boundary. The latter equations ere obtained ffrci Che bouudary
conditions.

Boundary coDditioiis caj be glreo as those cf the first
kind (Dixichlet—type) or of the second Idnu (Бепвзпв—type).
Assuaptlcn of boundary coodlltlons of the first ticu reduces to
substituting for points (x„tJH) of the boosdary (?ig. 1e)

v(x,.y_) - const (9)

which, corresponds to setting the potential for each of the
boundary points. This leads to

where the constants o ( v ( are girea.

Boundary conditions of the see^su Idnd are gireo in the

shape:

1 ^ - nonet (11)

whioh corresponds to setting the normal field component (density
of eleotric charge) for each of the boundary points.



'Of

b)

Fig. 1. a) Boundary conditions far the cathode,

shadowed area Is the modelled region;

b) Boundary conditions for the anode.
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On approximation tale becooes

«u+T fU 25^1 #1*

2Дх Г к«"

fron where

шау be calculated, enabling one to вй& equations for V.. ,. of
a shape identical Tilth that of eg,. (8), provided й ц j зге
given.

There regains thf> question -~-f the boundary conditions cor-
responding to the anode, or anodes. let as, for sispHclt;,
deal nlth осе anode placed at the centre of our Cartesian coor-
dinates. In .he case of boundary condition» of to* first kind:

2 2. 2
where x o and »„ fulfil the cocdltion х„ + у„ = r^t i«e»
are coordinates of any given point on the eurfece of the anode.

In our approxlnstion, when r a<^x, it seems natural to
replace condition (13) by the condition

Vo " Л ' (n>
This condition does not account for the radius ox the acode
which ia evidently not sero, не св.,- therefore expect such a con-
dition to Ъе в source of error. In principle, it aould be pos-
sible to msi a correction to account for *-he finite radios of
the anode, however, as we shall point out in the discussion of
the validity of the finite-difference approximation, the bov iaa-
ry oonditlon (14) possesses a far greater error due to the very
nature of this approximation.

In the case of boundary conditions of'the second type, не



have (зеэ Fig. 1o):

where г i s the ancde radius, U_ the nt»o-dimerieioEel
charge" of the ancds, and /3S tae density cf this charge oc
the -snode surface.

This condition, on approximation, becomes

'•/.0
+ V» + K-, r V« - ^ Jo.» = - U Q (16)

This may be seen quite regally fey cotlclcg that the expression

aDproxlmates tUo Integral <pn-E dl = Q„ alr-Dg the contour Г .
marked in Fig. 1Б, see also equation (6b).

5. Valiclty of the Finite-Differeace Approxlnatloc

As may be seen froc foroula (5/, 3p?roxic3ticn of eq. (1)
bv eq. (8) is valid as lOBg as the contributlcn of higher crder
oorreotlons шэу be neglected The size of this contribution de-
pends on the size of Дх (ii. xs assayed that A z is S E S I I ) ,
aDfl on the form of the t 'e solution & . Decreasing x im-
proves the accuracy of the approximation, however at the /;зве
time the number of nodes, and hence the nunber of equations,
Increases. As iterative nethcjs are applied in order tc solve
the set of linear equations, the overall error v.ith which this
solution is obtained at a given iteration accuracy, becomes
greater when Increasing the number of equations in toe set. I t
thiis follows that improvement in the accuracy of approximation
due to diminishing z i s offset by the increase in the overall
error of the iterative solution.

As concerns the accuracy of the finite-difference approzi-

12



mated function, it should be noted that if this function may be
represented by a polynomial up to the fourth order, then, the
approximation is exactly correct because the lowest derivatives
not considered in the approximation are precisely of that order.
For certain functions, however, it may occur that in the vici-
nity of a, -'•'. iic ~- ~> / .*•-<>;* in which сазе tbe approxima-
tion may pcsteaf; a large error. This is indeed the case for
the potential due to a small-sisud electrical charge in its
immediate vicinity, «here ê /pv = -С/{25Гг) , hence cV/^'-- a./f'
and one should not expect the approximation to be correct in the
node correspording directly to the anode, as uell as in the ad-
jacent ones. For this reason boundary conditions of the first
kind cannot be used, as the difference between the actual and
approximated anode potentials nay be quite large, hence assu—

' ming conditions (14) leade to a wrong solution no matter how or
whether a correction is made for the finite эт.оое raćias.

It Is a different natter for boundary conditions of the
second kind because assuming a correct value of charge 0 must
give, In the whole region further from the anode, a correct "so-
lution, as all integrals along closed paths oust give the same
correct charge. Unfortunately however, as a rule, ив Vvr-n the
anode potential and not it3 eharga.

6. Correcting for the Anode Radius

We may pose the question whether there exists a possibility
of determining the difference т9~ - 7 in the vicinity of the ano-
de and then Introduoting this difference into the boundary oon-
dition of the first kind. In order to answer this question, one
must find VQ O (potential at point (0,0)) when the second kind
boundary condition is given at this print. This is possible If
additional assumptions are made concerning the shape of л?" in
the vicinity of the anode, к natural assumption is that in the
mentioned region, v" Is of the type



\Г ш с., In г + с 2 {'.-'

С1 - Q / 2 K ) , «bieli followr, e.g. £гоя (2), C 2 le aa additive
constant and r la the distance measured from the centre ot
the anode. Thli. condition IS fulfilled If the influence of the
remaining electrodes on the potential distribution in the region
olose to the anode, Is small (more exactly, if the difference
between the contribution to the potential fron the remaining
elaotrodes, e,g. along the seotlca [',0,0), (0 -t- Az,O)j is
small compered with ~^nt ct* Fig- 1). In other words, equlpo-
tentlal lines in the region olose to t le anode should be circu-
lar.

If the abore-aeatlonea assumption is fulfilled then for th'
solution of the finite-difference problem, (of the set of alge-
braic equations), one obtains when using (16)

whereas for the exact solution

where r Is the radius of the anode. From a comparison bet-

ween equations (18) and (19) it may be noticed that If
T
1,0

 ш
Л х

 then

^•-*0^-&«"«(^J)-^) (20)

and that & Q will be equal to T o 0 If for Дх and r 0

the relation

—a - • (21)

Ax

holds, I.e. the eolation of the finite-difference approximation



for a given A i and condition (-J*) eorrespoccs ;o -re =n-Ly-
t i c solution vrith anode radius ćeterzrf.oe-f by ( 2 1 ; . Hcnever,
the condition "\7\- = V̂  • i s not exactly true as the vslae cf
V1 c also possesses a certain error due to the val idity zi t..e
.'inlte-dlffereEoe approximation in the region close tc the aac-
de. After psrforolng a correction for the value of 7 1 r »5),
one obtains equation (2C) in a s l ight ly codified shape:

(22;
a Ł

where С le the Euler oonstent (C » 0.5772156649 . . . ) . Thus

In practice, howsrer, we would like to obtain s solution for
eny anode radius, not necessarily fulfilling condition (23).
Let us denote by V a solution of the finite-difference equat-
ions with the boundary condition T^ „ » С - at the node (C,Cy.
Obviously, 7 does not correspond to the true solution x",
but to a different analytlo solution which shall be denoted
bj i/ , V/e nay no* calculate the potential which should be
applied to the anode (yji) in oraer for the field-produced
by the anode to agree with the approximate solution ? . This
may be accomplished using equation [Z2)i

"C * T0,0

where A = (3/2) In Z + С * 1.616936 . . . . , to which, the 7aiue of
Q i s taken from eq. (18) .

Łe us now denote by 7* the approximate solution nhich cor-
responds to the true solution " ^ . For the case of a single «no-
de and cathode maintained at eero potential, a staple ТГСГТГСАСГ.
шау be written:

V'
T70



which gives us the searched correct approximate solution.

In the general case o* several anodes, the correct approxi-

mate solution maj be found by the method of successive £j,presti-

mation. Nanely, after obtaining the solution 7, »'is calcula-

ted, using eq. (25), only for nodes corresponding to anode posi-

tions. The пет» "snrde values" are then treated as new boundary
oonditions, with, tne use of which the approyiraste solution v'
ie calculated la the «hols regaining region. "Anode values'1

are then re-ealculeted In the sane азппег (using again eq. (25)
and the solution V*) In order to obtain the solution V " , "his
procedure is repeated until differences between consecutive
solutions are smell enough"1"

ID practice, the set cf finite-difference equations is
solved by iterative methods, therefore It is natural to correct
"anode values" after ever;, iteration, using equation (25).
la this way, the successive aproxlmation mentioned above is in-
cluded in the Iterative method Itself.

?hus we have given a positive answer to our question: If
instead of the boundary condition (13) we Introduce at the node
corresponding to the anode a value given by equation (25), we
solve the electrostatic problem for a given anode radius тд,
and anode potential, "v Q, using the finite—difference method.

7. Numerical Solution of the Set of Finite-Difference Equations

The set of equations to be solved numerically consists of
Equations (8), (10), (12a) and (24). Let us write then, expli-
citly for the case of an infinite raultlwire array. For reasons
of symmetry, only one quarter of the cross-section needs to be

' Another way of obtaining the correct approximate solution, is
to replaoe in the set of finite—difference equations the
equation corresponding to the anode boundary condition (eq.14)
by equations (22) and (18) which describe the relationship
between V ^ o , T 1 0 and -ff-0.

16



calculated IFlg. Z), end boundary ceositions зге chcsea in 2 ;ra-
cial «ay along-the main axea of this crose-eection, sisal; ,"sya-
metry" boundary conditions are introduced:

I. For all lncer-lying points:

V » k+1fl *
 T*-1,l * Ta,l-1 * Tk,l+1 ( 2 6 )

f 4

for к • 0,1,2,..,,K-1 and 1 • 0,1,2,...,Ł, excluding the
point VQ O

II. "Cathode" boundary conditions:

V_ . - 0 for 1 - 0,1,2,..., L| !27)

III. "Symmetry" boundary cosdltlooe:

for к • 0,1,2,....К (28)

7k,I*1 " Vk,Ł-1

V_^ 1 " T^ 1 **r 1 • 1,2,...,L-1

IV. Anode boundary condition:

[1). А Гт(1) + 2 ( T(i) _
 Т 1 . О * TO.1

),0 v 0 j_ 0,0 эг V ł0,0 2V(l+1) _ «IX). .9- Jv^
1' * ż fT^Ł' _ "*«" "•"'ł *

(29)
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2. nirleloa applied to the model of a syanetrlcal
-•Bode oounter. The cathode is represented by thick
Паев. Also shown la the principle of calculating
the absolute field ralue for the polot ix', у').

7.1. Ordered Relaxation

. Th» аЪотв set of equations may be eolred by lteratiTe me-
thods, of which the simplest is the oetbod of ordered relaxa-
tion, la this method only cne matrix (of dimension (K+2) (1*2)
of T k . таlues needs to be stored la the computer memory. As
? k 1 velaes «re calculated for the i-tb Iteration, the T^ 1

element* eaed la the right-hand side of eg,, (26) are partly old
((l—i)-th Iteration) and pertly new (l-th iteration) таlues,
depending on toe order In whiou the к sad 1 Indices are
permuted. Is tola manner the new left-hand side valnt

18



of ag. (26), vi1] is calculated for tne i-th iteration. The
respective earlier ralue Tjj ̂  from the previous Iteration
(for the sane к and 1) Is'then compared with VJj» and if
for every к аыЗ 1 of the set к • G,1,2,...,K and 1 * 0,1,
2,...,!., say, after l 0 iterations, tbe condition

(1) \

is fulfilled, then the eolation Is assailed to be foand.

In each Iteration the boundary conditions (28) and (29) are
updated. Coudltion (30) most hold aleo for ?о\~^ «nd T Q 1 ^ .
The ralue of E which we shall call the calculation error, is
selected for a given Iterative calculation. The relation bet-
ween Б and the accuracy о the final solution with respect to
the correct solution, V (x^.jj) Is rathtr complicetea, and
will be discussed separately. let as only mention here that
owing to a possible cumulation of errors in consecutive nodes, In
oartain points (x^yj), the accurae; of the final solution,

lTk 1 - v (*ъ*Ух) I can reach value* exceeding by far the value
of E. In general, the denser Is the ClvlslOB (the larger S. and
1), the greater ie this cumulation error, which esy evea offset
the increased accuracy of the finite-difference method owing to
the smaller step, Ax.. Again, examples and discussion shall fel-
low later on. The chief advantages of the ordered relaxation
method of solving the set of finite-difference eqaetlons are tbe
simplicity of the formulae used for calculations and the saving
in computer memory speoe due to the fact that only one errs?
needs to be stored» Further saving in computer cemorjr steps" zi.c
computer tine may be achieved In this method if fixed-point erlth-
metlo Is need thus speeding op the calculations and saving s->ace,
If only one word per number is used, as is the case when ALGOL is
used as the programing language. The serious disadvantage of
this net hod is however Its slow convergence, i.e. usually sever?".
hundred iterations are necessary to obtain a solution. Also, f-.=
form of the solution aay to some extent depend on tne lołti-. I г*:



of Vk j values entered at the beginning of the cnlculatloa.
This point will elso be dealt with later.

7.2. Cver-relaxatloa

The disadvantages of the ordered relaxation aethod become
readily apparent «hen an attempt Is cade to decrease the flDlte-
-dlfference step, Ax In order to increase the accuracy of the
solution. In such a case the convergence of this method, which
behaves roughly as 1/СДх) ia even slower, i . e . the nunber of
Iterations necessary to obtain a solution tilth the sace calcula-
tion error E, rapidly Increases. Moreover, the tlse necessary
to perform a single iteration also Increases le -xrc pert ICE to tbe
пшпЪег of elements in the array, for obvious reasons. Honever̂
other methods, such as over-relaxation [%3, СбЗ» с а в Ъ е used to
obtain 8 ouch i=ster convergence, essentially dependent of l i .
la order to use over-relaxation one needs however to estlsate

Я t ^Ье maxlmua of the matrix eigenvalue speefarra. This газу be
done simply by trial and error, and ire have indeed obtained a con
vergence 10-20 times faster than that for the ordered relaxation
with an optimum ralue of Я . Finding the correct value of
le a time-consuming procedure, it hi oh in our case offsets the
advantage of rapid convergence. We would bocever recommend this
method If repeated calculations of the same large arrays «ere
necessary, e.g. for finding the beet set of potectials for multi-
-anode counters in edge problems. Detailed information on tale
method nay be found in tbe books of Forsy the and Vasov ЗДД» Korn
and Korn [£3 and references therein.

8. Calculation of Examples of Counter Geometries

In order to test the accuracy of the finite-difference ap-
proximation, we have performed, using this aethod,calculations
of potential distributions for several counter geometries which
also could be calculated using the analytic formula of Tomltsnl
£23 az ld t b e approximate formula of EraScine £ 0 - Computer programs
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TOKI TAM and ЗГЗГАГГЕ were thus «rltees accorilz.^ t: T*L rctiv*
рзрегг. Caing these programs, ~j'ix^, Jj) values *er» e»;^isted
et points corresponding to nodes or the finite-difference r.et.-.cd.
Five feocetries, two rectangular and farce cu!tiwlre, чете гяХ-
culated using bote approaches. Thee* ехэв=1ез are listed is
Table I, together cith a/b ratios, ancde rsaiiis-to- a ratic
given in raa/aa, used uiviciocs, progrsns used fer e^sct calculs-
tlcns end cerresoocćiBS Illustrations. One C37 setę Saet frr
nultis»ir« geoEetries, the Ersiiiie rorsula is трЦЗ cal? ?cr the
last -re-netry (^c 5) «here the а/Ъ ratio Is 4:1. In fact,thls
apprexia^te fcr=uls is vslid free «A ratics Я-оа 3:4
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ГЬе finite-difference calculations «ere perforced as follows:
first в тегу am*ll array (e.g. 4 x 4 ) «as ce lea la ted, then, aslog
e slaple progre», the array «as enlarged 2 X 2 tines, using li-
near interpolation to calculate the missing eleaents, and then
this array «a* calculated again. Toe procedure «as repeated »n-
tll the desired density «as obtained. In practical calculations
«e did not Introduce any correction for the anode boundary condi-
tion, patting simply T Q „ m i^0, toe correcticn being perforoed
only after tba Iterative calculations end>d. This gave faster
convergence, as the anoda radius correctloa forcule Is sot a li-
near one. We had. verified that calculation* uslcg эпеае correc-
tion in етегу iteration and the abore-aeKtioneti procedure, both
led tp ldentloal final result6. I tera tire prograns were written
In ALGOL, using fixed-point arlthnetlc, in oreer tc scve computer
aemory space and computer time. *he ttae gain «as considerable
(faotor of six) for the OBRA 1325 coaputer, valch is з scali
(16 I) fast computer specifically designed for fflxed-pelct calcu-
lations. For the larger computer С Ш А 1304 (32 £} the correspon-
ding tine gain maa about t«o.

9. Discussion of Errors of the Flalte-dfference Approximation

As ordered relaxation is use Л to solve the set of fidte-
-differenoe equations, it is obvious froo condition (30) that
a relation must exist between E, the calculation error, end the
overall error of the solution of these equations as conpsred «lth
the exact potential distribution. Usually, the noro of the error
of ordered relaxation Is taken as the SUD over all nodes ?f the
absolute dlfferenoes between corresponding Y^' ̂ and v£°\

values. In this case, В is to be understood as a ceasui . of
the шьап value of this norm per single node. It follows .oat in
order to maintain constant accuracy of the final solution, one
should keep the product of E and the number of nodes roughly
constant, i.e. decrease £ «lth increasing the array dimension.

Naturally, this leads to even longer calculations of Large arrays,

however, if this precaution is not taken, one шву expect a severe
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effect of omutlatloa td errors In adjacent nodes, the stronger,
the xerger 1л tbe array dimension. Soch a oimulstlon oertalnly
occurs If all tbe starting values T ^ j are, for exaapls, larger

than tbe corresponding final values, * *k 1* b e o a u * * then error
ounulatlon will «ause the final solution to весом too large, is
conpared with the exaot solution. The same holds for all start-
ing values chosen to low, the final solution results tkeo too low.
Usually, we do not know, even rougulr, the ec—set eolation, so
we cannot distinguish between regi<-3» where our finite-dlff ei«ncn
solution Is too large or too low coapared with the correct poten-
tial distribution. In tola se^se, the obole* of initial veluf?
may influence the flsal solution and lead to considerable errors
of this solution*.

CM may, however, make use of this property of the final
solution. If the final result is known, roughly, say after •
coarse initial calculation, then one nay perform two osloulst—
Ions, one with purposely too high initial values, and one with
those values purposely to small, and finally average these two
solutions. Here, the fact is exploited that solutions Jlth er-
rors cusulated maximally upwards and solutions with errors cueu-
Isted maximally downwards mast be symetrie «round a solution
with no error cumulation. la this way one is able to eliminate
the influenoe of the choice of initial values on the final solu-
tion.

There remain errors cc~d*eted with the validity of the fini-
te-difference approximation, which should be apparent in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of the anode boundary condition and should
depend mainly on the division density, i.e. A x .

Finally, If calculations era performed using only Integer
node values, a certain error is introduced by roundlng-off of
divisions. One nay counteract by choosing large numbers (in our
case the т^0 boundary condition is 10 ) however, In certain
cases the 7^ ^ values are small anyway, especially in regions
close to the cathode boundary condition. FFT this reason, if one
expects large regions of low potential values to occur, It is ad-
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visable to revert to flostlog-point arithmetic.

To conduce, one cay use two setbods of arriving st '--ie
final solution of tbe finite-difference equations*, tie first
Is to perform a siogle calculation »lth ее appropriate calculat-
ion error, E, toe result of «bleb «toll be denoted by 7»*е>'»в

and toe second to perfore a rough calculation овй then fine two
solutions, one "froa чЪоте", V**»'»*f for «bleb the startles
values are tbose cf tbe rough eslsn»». nelSiplied toy two, sod one
•froa below", F**V» , for whlct ifce starting values ere tbose
of the rough solution divided by t«a. 'iareall?, site factors 2
end 1/2 are sufficient to assure higjb eorsigb and Uw> eacsja sta-
rt? rg values for such a calculation. K:s final solatloo for
tht. secsDd nethod la an average between tttese tno solutisoa.

, (l.),B (1Ъ),Е
(1/2) (T v T 4 anil Is, to within accuracy S, the
solution uhlci would M> obtained after in Infinite с̂хЪег of i te-
rbtlons, V" . For tbl* reason, ve : 'nt l denote Łue averaged so-
lution by V°°'' • Errore of final sci.atioes obt^laed by botb
iMthods shall be fouad relative to th» exact potential distribut-
ion, denoted, aa usual, i j v ,

( l n ) ,3
9.1. Single Caloulbtioa, 7 °

Let u£ fli'at d'scass errors In the cethod of ofctaialng the
solution by a single calculation (Figs. 3 and 4). In Fig. 3,
relative errors are shewn for a fixed array tJisenslon, (32 X 8,
geooetry Я0 5) versus B, along the naln axes. Б? a suitable
oholoe of Initial values, errors «ere nade to cunulate either
upwards (ourves t^, Ъ ,̂ Oj, dj aad e^) or below (curve* a 2, b2,
Oj, d, aad » 2 ) . Tbe calculation errors «ere 1CCO, 900, 100, 50,
aid 10 for ourves a, b, o, d, авй e, respectively. 0ns шау лес

Х'ТЪ» choice of thast factors depends in a rather complicated «ay
on В attd on the total ausber of aodes. One nay notion In
Fig. 3 that, e.g., for В - 1OO0 factors 2 and Л/2 are not suf-
ficient.



Fig. 3. Re la tire errors, along main axes, shown

for E • 1000, 500, 100 50 and 10 (carves a, b, c, d and
e, respective!;). Curves a^, Ъ^, о^, dj and e^ art oa-
loalated with too large starting values, curves a 2, t>2,
°21 d2 a n d e2 calculated with too low starting values.
Geometry No. 5, array dimension 32 X 8. Because ct
large errors, curves в£ and t>2 are not full; drawn.
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from this figure tbat reasonable aoceraoy (c. 1*) of a slugl*
calculation for such aa array la obtained with В • 10. The nua-
ber of nodes In this array Is 256, therefore the erro» noro Is
2960. As the average value for a single node Is about 300 000
(VQ Q la normalised to 1С ), we estimate the accuracy of our
eolation to be about 2760/300 000, that Is about 1S, which Is
Indeed seen from carves • 1 and eg. If larger arrays «ere to
be oalcalated «lth the same overall error cf c. 1*, the product
of Б and the number of nodes should remain constant, i.e.equal
to c. 3000. Che validity of this rule Is seen from result? of
a single calculation of a large array (128 X 6*, geometry № 2),
the errors of which are shown in Tig. *. In thlc case В «as
also equal to 10 end th« number of nodee Increased 16 tines, so
we expected th* overall aoouraey to be about 16 times worse,
whioh is confirmed by results of this calculation. It should
be noted here that an effort was mad* during the calculation
not to oause error cumulation, namely, each of the preceding
arrays (16 X *, 32 I 8 as<l 6* X 16) w « also calculated with
th» aaae error before enlarging, however, the cumulation effect
Is evident.

Extremely unsymmetrlcal geometries were chosen- in these
examples to show that the overall error depends also on the Dum-
ber ot nodes between boundary conditions, end decreases with,
decreasing the number of nodes.

9.2. Averaged calculation,

On the other hand, not enough nodes between boundary con-
ditions most lead to Increased error of the finite-difference
itself. Therefore, we studied this dependence by calculating
the relative error У ^Г ' • for fixed В (В • 10) and vary-
ing division densi (Fig. 5). Here a symmetrical geometry
(IT0 1) was chosen. Errors due to the finite-difference method
in nodes adjacent and close to the anode boundary condition-,
are clearly seen for division 32 X 32, hut 16 X 16 seens still
to he quite sufficient. Th* general rui* Is that there should
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Flg. 4. Relative errors й- t along main exea, for a single
oaloulatioa. Geometry No. 2, array dlmeneloa 128 X 32,
E • 10,
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Ftg. 5. Relative errors, Ł

(

, along main exes, for vario-
us array dimensions ( c i r c l e s - 8 X 8 , tr iangles- 16 X 16,
fu l l c i r c l e s - 32 I 3 2 ) , E = 10. Geometry Bo. 1.

be least 8 nodes between boundary conditions in order for the
finlte-differenoe approximation to show them to be separate.

The chief advantage of calculating averaged solutions is seen
in Pig. 6, where relative errors, У V" , are shown, again
for the same array as that in Fig. 3. Curve denotations corre-
spond, i.e. curve d is an average of curves d. and do, etc.
In Tig. 6 two percentage scales are used, one for curves a,b,
and c, and another for с again, d and e. One can see from
Tig. 3 that curves from o.j end c 2 onwards lie fairly symme-
trically about the x and у axes, it is not therefore sur-
prising that' their average should give such, good agreement with



• •f.jSS» f

Fig. 6. RelatiTe error», т*»
Е
 -i

, along main axes, shows for

E * -1000, 500, 100, 50 and 10 (curves а, b, о, d and t,
respectively). Note two different scales and the repe-

tition of curv* о Is both аса lea. Carres d and e

coincide. Geometry No. 9, array dloeasloo 32 X 8.

exact values. Indeed, already for S « 50, the agreement bet-

ween V
е
' and exact results is remarkable. In order to esti-

mate the overall accuracy In this cethod, Б should b* treated

as the absolute error with which each node value Is determined,

Irrespective of the slee of the array.

9.3. Time considerations

There remains the question whether it is quicker, from the

point of view of computer time, to perform one calculation with
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a snail error, or three with considerably larger calculation
errors* The answer «ay b* found from Fig. 7, «here the cumber
of Iteration», 1 Q, needed to obtain a solution with a glren
Iteration error E ie shown, for oaloulatione "fro» below" and
*froc above". These resulta ooacera the ease geometry as that
in Figs. 3 and 6. Ona aay notice that It takes «bout the sane
number of Iterations to perform a single calculation with-
S m 10 and three calculations with В * 50» bat the от ereIX
aoouraoy of the solution In the letter ease is 10 times better
(0.1* against 1 » .

Fig. 7. Humber of Iterations, l 0, necessary to aohlere the de-
sired accuracy, B, for a given single calculation.
Circles — calculated from too low starting таlues,
triangles- calculate! from too high starting raise*
Geometry Io. 5, array dimension 32 I Bi



9.4. Distribution of Relative Error

So tue only errors along the mala axes were shorn. In
Tigs. 8a and 8b we present error distributions In the «hoi* cal-
culated arrays, corresponding to geometries 5° 2 and H°5, respe-
ctively. The "trough" of negative errors, positioned diagonally
to the shorter aide of the array, is a knows feature of the fi-
nite-difference approximation. ?or both exanples, В * 10. The
apparent loner aocurac: for the solution of geometry H° 2 Is
caused simply by the fact tbat, owing to different cathode boun-
dary conditions, everage values of this solution are about ten
time? smaller than those for the aultlwlre geoaetry, «fall* the
absolute error (E) remains the sane. Therefore the relative
error mast increase. The other reason is that nuaerical errors
due to the Integral rounding-off of divisions begin to play part
for the single-anode geometry, again because of low average va-
lues of this array.

10. Calculation of Absolut* Fields

The Importance of knowing the absolute field distribution

In a given proportional counter geometry has already been men-

tioned £ Q . Absolute field values may be obtained from the fol-

lowing formula:

and ,. » - (^f - 3±
This formula is approximated by

E =.

Дх

c.1+1
Дх /T
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Ptg. в. Dietrlbutlone of reletiy» «ггогв, 'т—--у—=-»
a) for geomttry ко. г, Е • 10, array dimension 6* X 16,
b) for geometry No. Э, В • 10, array dimension 32 X 8.



for the point (x't y') shown In Fig. 2.

In this manner, for a given potential array, an array of
absolute field values may be calculated. In order to find the
distribution of lines of equal absolute fields, linear interpo-
lation is used according to the following formuła:
For any point (x, y}, placed within, the square (]c,l; k+1,1;
к,1+1} k+1,1+1), i.e.

a
x « (k + a) • Ax and

у » (1 + Ъ) • Дх where 0 ^ а,Ъ 4 1

F(x,y) * (1-a

This formula may be used not only for absolute field arrays,
but also for Interpolating between та lues of E + t E_, or V.
Therefore distributions of lines o? tore* (by combining E +

and E__) or equlpotential lines may also be calculated.

11. Examples of Absolute Field Distribution»

In Figs. 9 - 13 we present distributions of absolute field
lines for the five geometries listed in Table 1. For ease of
comparison, all anode voltages were set at 2000 V, which. Is
somewhat too high a value for single-enode proportional coun-
ters, and too low for multi-anode ones. However, it is easier
to draw conclusions and compare both, types of counter geometr-
ies In this way. Counter dimensions are needed, the multipli-
cation factor is found from formula (25), naturally, for the
same a/b ratio. For all examples, r a » 50 microns.



11.1. Single-Anode Geometrie» (Tigs. 9 and 10)

In Fig. 9 a eqaar* reotangalar geometry Is shown. The
field I s , in general, rather high., unlike that In the extra-
s-flat counter, saora i s Fig. 10.

FSg. 9. Distribution of lines o. equal absolute fields for
a slBgbe-banode box-type counter of dimension 38 X 38
n»2, anode radius 0.070 mm and anode potential 2000 T
(geometry No. 1 ) . Mnes, given in Toe"1 torr"1, are
as follows (from the anode outwards): 5» K, 3 , 2, 1
(thiolcer Una), 0.9, 0.8 eto. e w y 0.1 until 0.1
(thloker line) and 0.09, C.08 eto. until 0.03 V cm""1

..-1



Fig. 10. Eiatributlon of lines of equal absolute fields for a single-
anode box-type oounter of dlmentlon 19 X 76 ma, anode redlua
0.090 mm, and anode potential 2000 V (geometry No. 2) . Lines,
given in T om"1 torr"', are as follows: 6, 9, eto. every 1
until 1 (thioker Una), 0.9, 0.6, eta. «very 0.1 until 0.1
(thloker lin* ) , 0.09, 0.06, «to. every 0.01 until 0.01 (thloker
line) and 0.009, 0.008, etc . until 0.002 V om~1 torr"1.



In the latter ease, the oounter show* extreme 1; food energy
resolution la the oeotral part вааг the anode, «has viewed tram.
abore ( i . e . fro» «Ida а), however, tar tea sea* «Ida, both ener-
gy resolution and gas amplification deteriorate In the field
region of leea tbaa o. 0.1 tycm/mmHg D3» Obviously, for each
geometries, i t do** not help to laareaee the anoda voltage (by
increasing r # ) j fields In the part* of the cross-section fur-
tbar from tba anode «111 always be snail.

11.2. Meltl-Anode GeoMtrles

It i s interesting to notice that also for naltl-onode cous-
ters a region of lo* fields Is present in toe region between
toe wires. If oarefal measurements are asde «1th a «el l-col l l-
mated aooroa, one may also observe a deterioration of energy
resolution and gas amplification, «hen these regions are viewed.
Por the remaining pert of the coaster cross-section, fields
are, however, each higher, especially for densely packed anodes
(Fig. 13). Examples of three mltl-anoda counter geooetxles
axe girren in Figs. t 1 t 12, and 13*

11. 3 . Poor-Anode Counter

In order to show the ease with which the finite-difference
oethod maj be npplled to the solution oi rather complicated
field, probleas, an example of a calculation of a four-anode
oounter with a protruding window Is v̂ irnsented in Fig. 14. This
oorrespondn to a counter чЫоЬ was used In soae of oar earlier
experiments. Eech pair of anodes was set at a different poten-
t i a l , In order to obtain equal gas amplification for a l l four
anodes. Values of anoda potentials ware taken tram experiment.



Mg. 11. Dlatrlbutlon OŁ ot equal absolut* flolda for a ayiw»trio
2multi-anod* oountar of dimension 36 X 38 a*2, anon» radii 0*090 w

and anod* potential* 2000 f (g*on*try No, 3). Llnaa (from tb* o*n-
tral anoda outwerle), giren in ? oi toir" 1, ar* aa followei 9» %*
3, 2 f 1 (thlok*r l int), 0.9, 0.8, eto. *v*ry 0.1 until 0.1 (thlottr
Una), 0.09, 0.06, eto. every 0.01 until 0.06 7 ош"1 torr"*1.



12* Distribution of lines of equal absolute fields for a symmetri;
multi-anode oounter of dlmenslos 36 X 76 mm2, anode radii 0.090 cira
•cd enode potentials 2000 V (geometry Ho. 4). Lines, given in
V чл" torr" , are an follnwss 3, 'ł, 3, i, 1 (thlokor U m » ) f

C.9, 0.8 eto. every 0.1 until 0,1 (thicker line) 0.09, 0.00, eto.
everj 0.01 until 0.01 and 0.009, 0.008, 0.007 ond 0.006 Уош"1 torr""1.



Fig. 13. Distribution of lines of equal absolute fields for
в symmetric multl—anode counter of dimension 36 X
9.5 nm , anode radii 0.090 ш> end anode potentials
2000 V (geometry No. 5). lineв, glrea lx T ев'1

torr"1, are as foliowe: 4, 3, 2 t 1 (thicker line),
0.9> 0.8, eto. until O.i V ояГ1 torr""1.



Pig. 14. Example of a calculation of distribution of lines of
equal absolute fields for a four-anode counter with
protruding window. Counter dimension 70 X 36 m m , win-
dow dimension 42 X 2 urn2, anode spacing 14 m», poten-
tial of inner anodes T 1 • 2565 V, potential of outer
anodes T 2 •

 2^50 V) anode potentials were chosen expe-
rimentally to achlere equal gas multiplication factor
for all anodes). The counter filling «as ТЛ torr Xe
+ 53 torr H 2. lines, glTen In V cm"1 tear"1, (from
the oentre of the counter along the main horieontal
axis)» are as follows: 0.1 (thicker line}, 0.2, etc.
етегу 0.1 until 1 (thicker line), 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2,1
(thicker line), 0.9, 0.8, etc. етегу 0.1 until 0.1
(thicker line), 0.1, 0.2, etc. етегу 0.1 until 1
(thloker line), 2, 2, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1 (thicker line),

-1 -10.9,-0.8 and 0.7 T еж torr '.



12. Conclusion*

The aim of this paper Is to make the finite-difference
approximation familiar to authors dealing with electrostatic
problems in proportional counters. We believe this method to
be the most convenient one for calculating problems with com-
plicated boundary conditions, such as protruding windows, irre-
gular cathode shapes, several anodes, each with a different
radius and potential, etc. In which cases analytic solutions
are cumbersome, or even Impossible. The equations which, need
to be solved are linear and extremely simple. Th» disadvanta-
ges of this method are its rather slow convergence (whioh, ho-
wever, may be Improved either by using snail arrays or, for
example, over-relaxation} and the complicated dependence of
errors, of this approximation on various factors» We have shown
in our detailed discussion, various ways of estimating this
error, and have proved that, with certain precautions, an
overall accuracy of the solution may be better than 1*. Intro-
duction ol' the formula for correcting the anode boundary con-
dition ami also the method of averaging over two solutions,
allows orni to Improve this approximation even further, as we
have shown in our examples of field calculations. In our opi-
nion, the finite-difference method may be used with considera-
ble profit in the design of unconventional proportional coun-
ters.
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